
sometimes wins her battle with industrialized society. The adapt-

ability of species and the passing of time have made it possible for

nature to reclaim areas that were once heavily impacted by our

industrial onslaught. For example, prior to the arrival of Europeans

in the eastern United States, there was a vast, temperate forest that

stretched from Maine to Georgia. By the end of the 18oos, the major-

ity of this forest had been clear-cut to make way for farms and the

timber was used to build cities and to fuel the rapid industrialization

of the country. A century later those same farms were abandoned,

as people left to find work in cities and fossil fuels replaced wood as

the main power source for the nation's industrial machine. So much

changed that almost 70 percent of the land area in the American east

returned to forest during the twentieth century, swallowing up what

was once seen as progress.

As mountain bikers, we often traverse paths in these "new"

forests, making use of extraction routes and exploring the modi-

fied landscapes. Our trails can bring a new reason to appreciate the

return of the woods, or they can help transition areas from what

could be considered blight into repurposed land. These new forest

trails are reclaiming a bygone era, and the stories they tell go a long

way toward engaging people with both the past and the future. One

of the most unique trail of these reclamation stories is that of an area

of Long Pond Ironworks State Park in Northern New Jersey, better

known by its former name: Jungle Habitat.
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the high level of stewardship that continues to this day.

The next step in the process was figuring out a trail network. For this,

Mergler recruited Dave Van Wert and Tom Hennigan to be key volun-

teers in the project. The infrastructure left behind by the driving safari

incl uded meandering dirt and paved roads that could act as the spine of

the system. It was up to JORBA to make the most of the park's landscape.

For those of you who have never travelled to Northern New Jersey, ban-

ish from your mind visions of monotonous urban sprawl, suburban tract

homes, and the Sopranos. Rolling, forested hills, punctuated by large rock

Jungle Habitat was a short-lived safari theme park in West Milford,

NJ, operated by Warner Brothers for just four short years during the

1970s. It had both the normal zoo-like exhibits where people strolled

past animal enclosures,and an area where visitoIs drove their cars

through larger habitats while the animals went about their business.

The drive-through section of the park was a big attraction, but it was

problematic. Not long after the park opened for business, an Israeli

tourist who had taken a taxicab from New York City, was mauled by a

pair of lions after he rolled down his window to get a better look. Ru-

mors of escaped animals and competition from

another park in New Jersey made for a difficult

business. Jungle Habitat to closed its doors in

the fall of 1976.

In 1988, the 800-acres that made up the park

were purchased by the state of New Jersey and

attached to the Long Pond Iron Works State

Park. That's where it stayed with very little

plan for its future until the superintendent of

Ringwood State Park (who oversees both areas)

reached out to the Jersey Off Road Bicycle

Organization (JORBA) in 2007. JORBA's Art and

Ellen White had developed a great relation-

ship with the park over more than a decade of

dedicated volunteer work, leading to the op-

portunity to develop trails at the former Jungle

Habitat. JORBA looked to find a new champion

for the trails, rather than overburden the Whites,

who already had their hands full at Ringwood.

JORBA reached out to its executive director,

Jeff Mergler, who just happens to live in West

Milford, a stone's throw from Jungle Habitat.

Mergler immediately jumped at the chance,

but realized how big a task was ahead of him

to transform the abandoned safari area into a

singletrack haven.

JORBA's first order of business was to take

stock of the area's trail potential and remove

much of the detritus left behind by the land's

former commercial life. At the first big volunteer

event in 2007, some 70 people showed up to

tackle the project. Twenty years of neglect and

non-existent management meant that not only

were there decaying theme park facilities, but

also piles of random junk, leftover from parties

and transients. One of the oddest discover-

ies made by volunteers were the numerous

bones scattered about the property. The bones

. turned out to be bovine with scrapes and claw

marks noticeable on many of them. Volunteers'

imaginations ran wild as they conjured up ideas

of what beasts had gnawed away on cow legs.

All told, JORBA removed two full dumpsters of

refuse that first weekend, setting a pattern for



formations dominate the terrain. New Jersey's

official nickname is the Garden State because it

was New York City's breadbasket for so long,

but this part of New Jersey might as well be

called the "Rock Garden State." Add to those

natural features the curious remnants of Jungle

Habitat infrastructure and you end up with a

very memorable trail experience.

"Plowy in its own technical way" is the

phrase that Mergler uses to describe the trails

that have developed over the last five years in

the park. Although the trails are open to other

non-motorized uses, the network is definitely

optimized for mountain biking. With trail

names like Otter Slide, Tiger Pen, and Hippo,

JORBA has kept the spirit of the safari alive.

The Boon Trail is a good example. What

was once the baboon enclosure has two key

features: one is Dave's Rock, a large boulder

with multiple lines across it, depending how

much challenge you are up for; the second

feature is the sheet metal fencing that once

helped contain the troop of baboons (thank-

fully, it is no longer electrified). Other trails

roll through tunnels, past lion enclosures, and

along the abandoned petting zoo. This mix of

natural and post-human makes for a one-of-a-

kind ride.

In total, JORBA has been able to add about

11 miles of singletrack to the remnant infra-

structure and has plans to add more miles

in the coming years. The focus of much of

JORBA's upcoming work will be on provid-

ing multiple difficultly levels so that the full





range of riding experiences-from family friendly to more advanced-can be enjoyed. Addition-
ally, trailhead facilities and signage will go a long way toward completing the latest incarnation
of the landscape.

JORBAalso maintains a few large goals for the region, with future plans including connec-
tions across some adjoining public land to create long ride options, linking Ringwood State Park
and Stewart State Forest in New York.Additionally, the township of West Milford is working on
developing a community pump track in 2012.All of this means that in the near future, Northern
Jersey should be added to your list of "must ride" destinations. <Il
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